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Effective Coordination of Higher Education:
What is it?

Why is it so difficult to achieve?

James R. Mingle*

The effective "coordination" of higher education has been
one of the enduring goals of state policymaker6 dunng the
past 30 years. There now exists in nearly every state an
appointed lay board or commission whose responsibilities
include "coordination" of at least major segments of the
higher education system.

In the case of the 15 SREB states, four states (Georgia,
Mississippi, Noah Carolina, West Virginia) have consoli-
dated governing boards; 10 states (Alabama, Arkansas, Ken-
tucky, Louisiana, Maryland, Oklahoma, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Texas. Virginia) have coordinating boards. Flor-
ida has a mr2tiple coordinating structure, with a statewide
planning commission, a consolidated university system
board, a community college board, and a state board of
education that has responsibility for pre-school through post-
doctoral education. Consolidated and governing boards in
the SREB states vary widely in their statutory authority and
scope.

Nationally, the states are about evenly divided between
consolidated boards for at least the four-year institutions and
regulatory or advisory coordinating boards.

If coordination is "alive and ;veil," as a noted higher
education authority declared in a recent essay on the subject,
why do so many states seem dissatisfied with their higher
education systems?

In the past year alone four SREB states (Maryland,
Oklahoma, South Carolina, and Texas) have had special
study commissions recommend substantial changes in how
higher education is coordinated. The 1987 Texas legislature
approved the recommended changes. Substantial revisions
appear likely in Maryland in 1988. In addition, Arkansas has
two separate studies of higher education now underway. In
Alabama, many groups are discussing changes in the higher
education system; the governor's plan is before the legis-
lature. The 1987 gubernatorial campaign in Louisiana fea-
tured pledges by nearly all candidatesincluding the state's
new governorto change the state higher education system
in some way. Half of the recommendations of a consultants
report on higher education in South Carolina pertained to
strengthening the Commission on Higher Education. Several

*Dr. Mingle is the Executive Director of the State Higher
Education Executive Officers organization. Prior to assum-
ing this position, he ttls a member of the staff of the Southern
Regional Education Board.
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of those recommendations are before the 1988 legislature.
The governor of West Virginia has periodically proposed
sweeping changes for the board of regents, which is currently
being reviewed by the legislature as part of the state's "sun-
set" process.

What are the sources of this concern about the coordina-
tion of higher education? And what are the solutions to
achieve that elusive goal of "effective coordination"?

Why state higher education boards?
How have they changed?

The fact that states have a limited number of tax dollars,
and that there has always been competition for these dollars,
have been prime reasons that legislatures created state higher
education boards. Through periods of both expansion and
contraction, states have turned to state boards to coordinate
the system.

As early as the late nineteenth century, many of the Western
states and more sparsely populated Southern states created
single, or consolidated, governing board systems. Later, new
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units were incorporated into the systems Other consolidated
systems were created during the 1930s, in response to eco-
nomic problems, and shortly after World War II, in response
to gmwth. In contrast, states with larger populations and a
more diverse set of institutions in the public sector (some of
them formerly private and municipally supported) often cre-
ated coordinating boards which had advisory and sometimes
limited regulatory authority.

Several states created new state boards or strengthened
existing ones during the 1960s. Their primary responsibility
was to manage the tremendous enrollment gmwth and con-
sequent building boom. Success was only partial, however.
Collectively, legislators may have given these state boards a
mandate but, individually, legislators retained the prerogative
to push for new campuses and programs which would benefit
their districts.

By the end of the 1970s, the procedures for state coordina-
tion in most states were well developed: "master planning"
that se? the boundaries for program growth; program approval
and review processes, not unlike accreditation reviews, used
mostly for rationalizing growth, sometimes for quality con-
trol, rarely for retrenchment; funding formulas and capital
expenditure priorities aimed at replacing the old politically
dominated distribution system; and, more recently, licensing
and consumer protection regulations to insure minimal stan-
dards among the growing number of new pnvate and proprie-
tary institutions seeking access to state and federal financial
aid programs.

Both coordinating and governing boards greatly expanded
their data collection and management information systems in
the 1970s, a trend which has continued. These new data
systems were important for state boards that often depended
primarily on policy analysis rather than traditional lobbying
efforts to persuade governors and legislators.

Some state boards took on new administrative respon-
sibilities in the '70s because the legislature found that attach-
ing these new programs to existing boards was cheaper than
creating new agencies. State boards found themselves run-
ning grant and loan programs, work-study programs, coun-
seling programs, articulation councils, library networks, data
processing centers, licensing offices, telecommunications
networks, and even nontraditional degree programs. In addi-
tion, many found themselves acting on behalf of federal
agencies to assure compliance to desegregation orders from
the courts and the Office of Civil Rights.

In the 1980s state boards began to see their role undergo a
significant transition. Academic issues, especially admission
and graduation standards, received more attention as state
boards struggled with the dilemmas of balancing access and
quality concerns. The school reform movement, initiated in
the early 1980s, began to spill over into higher education, and
state boards sought ways to be a force for change in such areas

as teacher education, high school graduation standards, and
preparation of students for college.

State interest in ecor3mic development and job creation
also put new pressures on state higher education boards as

they sought to end the isolationist attitude of many institu-
tional faculties toward applied research and to close rela-
tionships with the business community. Some state boards
began to tilt decisively toward the advocacy side of the
equation and in the process gained new power and leverage
over the distribution of state dollars.

What are the different types of state higher
education boards?

Rather than ideal types, states have created coodinating
and governing agencies to fit the particular conditions of their
state and, more importantly, to fit with other pre-existing
structures and boards. The powers of state boards, their
composition, and their selection are also dictated by the needs
of the executive and/or legislative branch. Some coordinating
boards, for example, serve primarily as advisors to the legis-
lature; others are closely tied to the executive branch through
a strong gubernatorial role in board appointments and the
presence of the board's chief executive officer on the gover-
nor's cabinet. In a few cases, these CEOs of state boards serve
at the pleasure of the governor or must obtain periodic
reappointment by the governor.

While some states have clearly separated coordinating and
governance functions among state and sector boards, others
have placed coordination and governance responsibilities in a
single board. A few states have essentially no lay board for
coordination. The general patterns and characteristics of
boards are outlined below.

Advisory Coordinating Boards. Often combined with
governance structures for large systems of similar institutions
(e.g. universities, state colleges, community colleges), these
boards usually have budgetary and program review respon-
sibilities that are advisory to the legislature. They may have
additional responsibilities for student aid and licensing of the
independent and proprietary institutions. Their strengths
include emphasis on comprehensive long-range planning,
policy analysis, and consumer advocacy, especially on such
issues as student aid and articulation. Through negotiation
and public persuasion they can be effective in bringing the
various interested parties together. Their weaknesses are
related to their inability to implement their planning recom-
mendations.

Regulatory Coordinating Boards. These boards usually
exist in states with diverse and autonomou., institutions gov-
erned by separate boards or systems. They often gain their
regulatory powers out of legislative frustration over excessive
competition for state support. Their strongest roles have been
in budget development through equitable formulas and pro-
gram approval powers aimed at controlling duplication. Their
strengths are in their comprehensive approach to planning
for example, in recognizing the contributions of independent
and proprietary institutions. They attempt to present a bal-
anced view, combining institutional advocacy with public
accountability concerns. Regulatory coordinating boards
(and advisory coordinating boards) that successfully present



a "balanced view" may consistently please neither the legis-
lative nor executive branches nor the campus leaders. Sup-
port from these groups may therefore be shallow and, on
difficult issues, the boards recommendations may be ignored
or rejected. The weaknesses of regulatory coordinating
boards are in their limited ability to directly affect institu-
tional priorities through the budget and, from an institutional
perspective, their lack of legitimacy in academic affairs.

Consolidated Governing Boards. These boards were
originally most often used in small states with relatively
homogeneous sets of institutions and small independent sec-
tors. They are now found in other states and vary great'', in
both their comprehensiveness and centralization. Chief
executive officers may or may not have the responsibility to
select and evaluate campus executive officers. Some systems
combine central boards with 'ocal advisory boards. In these
cases the state board often plays a similar role to that of a
regulatory coordinating board. Their strengths are in the areas
of role and mission development, budget development, and
reallocation. Until recently they have had only minimal
involvement in such issues as enrollment and admissions
policies and the review of existing academic programs, which
were left to campuses. Some consolidated boards have kept
their central staffs relatively small and have dealt directly
with campus CEOs. Others have a tendency toward It ze
central staffs and layers of bureaucracy. As strong institu-
tional advocates for the units in their system, they may
overlook their coordinating responsibilities, especially for the
independent and proprietary sectors.

Discontent with the "System"
Despite impressive accomplishments during the past 30

years, state coordination and governance remain the subject
of considerable discontent. The sources are both institutional
and legislative, and often reflect long-standing unresolved,
and sometimes unresolvable, issues in the system of higher
education as a whole.

The sources of the dissatisfaction are also a byproduct of
the increasingly complex and sometimes competitive
environment of policymaking in the states. Legislative and
executive branch staffs concerned with education issues have
grown in size and sophistication. Institutions themselves have
organized into mini-systems and their central staffs have
grown accordingly. Most importantly, education emerged as
a major political issue of the 1980s. Governors, seeking to
influence the agenda of educators, looked to state boards for
assistance.

One of the devices that has been used repeatedly to spot-
light educational reform has been the "blue ribbon task
force," usually a mixed group of legislators, business lead-
ers, and other lay citizens who have made recommendations
for both substantive and structural changes. In any given year
during the past decade, several states could be found under-
taking such studies. Some state boards have viewed their
prerogatives and legislative mandates as preempted by these
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blue nbbon committees, but most have worked cooperatively
with them, providing staff support and direction. Because of
their composition and short duration, the ad hoc commissions
are often in a position to be heard when the more institu-
tionalized state hoards are not. They a. also in the tradition
of ad hoc commissions created by strong political leaders
who find the established bureaucracies not to their liking.

The substance of those reports as well as the public state-
ments of governors and legislatures are often peculiar to an
individual state. However, there are a number of themes and
conflicts which can be found across states.

Conflicts Among Regions Within States. Because of
demographic shifts, some rapidly growing urban areas
believe that they are underserved, especially in access to
professional and graduate programs which are often located
in more isolated locations. The complaints of the urban areas
have grown with the support of local business leaders arguing
the necessity of expansion in order to attract new high-tech
industries. But this expansion is often neither politically nor
economically feasible. The expansion may also violate some
of the basic tenets of coordinationnamely, rational divi-
sions of labor. Solutions such as joint programs or telecom-
munications hook-ups are usually unsatisfying to the
growing, ambitious, urban institutions and the legislators
from those areas.

Not Enough Differences in the Missions of Senior Col-
leges. To many governors and legislators, all institutions look
and sound alike and compete for the same programs and
students. The most recent task force reports from the SREB
states reinforce this long-standing issue. While none mention
the California higher education system, most show a desire to
move in that directioninstitutions and sectors set along a
clear hierarchy through differential admissions policies and
degree responsibilities. The most common recommendations
are to limit undergraduate enrollments in flagship institu-
tions, raise admissions standards in these institutions, and
bolster their research competitiveness through increased fac-
ulty salaries and designated state research funds. State
boards, both coordinating and governing, are sometimes seen
as a roadblock as they seek to protect the funding of the more
politically vulnerable regional state colleges and two-year
institutions.

Unnecessary Duplication. This is a long-standing com-
plaint of legislators who look at the array of programs offered
in higher education and ask legitimately whether all are
necessary. This perception of great duplication often leads to
increased statutory authority in state boards to approve new
programs and to review and terminate existing ones. State
boards usually begin by examining degree productivity and
often, with institutional cooperation, terminate large numbers
of programs that produce few or no degrees. When only small
or no cost savings are achieved with these program reviews,
legislative skepticism increases. Less common are qualitative
program reviews that examine such factors as institutional
capacity and societal need.

Some of the criticisms about duplication have merit, others



do not, Unable to do anything about major areas of duplica-
tionfor example, in professional schools or vocational
educationstate boards under legislative pressure may con-
centrate on less significant but more politically vulnerable
fields. Furthermore. the Gther side of "unnecessary duplica-
tion" is the "necessary duplication" which reflects the funda-
mental similarity of the educational process across
institutions. Concern about duplication and low productivity
may also be a stalking horse for unexpressed concerns about
faculty productivity. program quality, and/or a perceived over-
commitment to access.

Unmet State Needs. Legislators and governors may look
to higher education to help solve what they see as their state's
most pressing problems, and when institutions appear to be
unconcerned, they turn to state boards. Issues vary from year
to year. often reflecting the economic and social environment
of the state. Most recently, state boards have struggled to find
ways to involve higher education in state economic develop-
ment efforts and to contribute to school reform. If state
boards are unresponsive to these "public" issues, the overall
support for higher education may be adversely affected. On
the other hand, state boards can be too responsivefor
example, ty embracing special incentive funding to the detri-
ment of the base budgetand be the subject of legitimate

cnticism from institutions.
Failure to Fund Quality. Established originally to

develop equitable funding systems which would make
"workload- the foundation of higher education budgets and
allocations, state hoards are sometimes criticized as a level-
ing influence that is "anti- quality." They are also accused of
sending the wrong signals about the need for continued
numerical growth as opposed to qualitative growth. Legis-
lative frustration over the fixed nature of many higher educa-
tion costs and the failure of institutions to set priorities is also
directed at the boards.

Bureaucratic Roadblocks. The charge of "red tape and
bureaucracy" has been a long-standing complaint against
state boards. It is most often evident over the reporting and
data collection mandates which support budget and program
review. While campus officials seldom describe statewide
coordinating boards in glowing terms. they generally appear
to be even more wary of consolidated governing boards.
which are likely to be larger and more intimately involved in
management issues. Both coordinating and governing boards
are sometimes viewed as "clogging up the system" through
rules and regulations aimed at standardization.

The most serious complaints from institutions about
bureaucracy have been directed at state governments and the

Effective Organization and
Coordination of Higher Education

Excerpt s from a statentent to a
ifisoiand kgislatiw committee dealing with higher education

by Yfirgied L. God**, Preside*
Southern Regional Macedon Board

In 1961, the Southern Regional Education Board called on all its member states to establish or strengthen a state-level
board flex higher educadon. All SREB states now have an appointed lay board or commission whose responsibilities
include coordination of at least major segments of the higher education system.

The impatient coordinating functions of these boards have evolved into four major activities: (1) planning; (2) budget
review; (3) program review and institutional licensing; and (4) policy analysis. These major activities lead to several
hnportant questions.

Are there essential responsibilities and authortities for a state higher education board if it is to be effective
in thine finernajorareas? (This recognizes that an agency could have these responsibilities and authorities
and 'still alba afflictive, but without them it stands much less of a chance of being successful.)

Are there essestitt responsibilities and authorities that the legislative or governor should have, or
delegate, die order to hate an effective, coordinated system of higher education?

Are these responsibilities that state higher education boards should not have because they detractfrom the
central task qf the-4mq to provide kadership for dictive coordination?

With these questions in mind, let me offer several related observations.

1. If the governor and legislature do not have confidence in existing arrangements for coordinating the state's higher
adoption system, it is time to devise new arrangements. When confidence is truly lacking, cosmetic changes willnot
sat'fioe.



legislatures, not state higher education coordinating or gov-
erning boards. In tact, state boards have often been strong
advocates of deregulation. In the early 1980s several state
coordinating boards (including boards in Maryland and Ken-
tucky) worked to gain greater autonomy of campuses. The
result has been additional campus flexibility in funds man-
agement in such areas as purchasing, hiring, and contracting.

State boards are supportive of this deregulation because
legislative and executive branch oversight activities often
duplicate the responsibilities that supposedly have been dele-
gated to the state boards. The credibility of budget review by
coordinating boards, for example, may be undermined by
large executive office budget reviews that ignore the state
board recommendations and formulas. This proliferation of
budget accountability causes many institutions to oppose all
new forms of oversight, including those granted to lay boards.

Limitations of Today's State Boards
None of the themes and criticisms discussed above are

new. So what are the underlying causes of discontent? Some
of the discontent is inherent in the tensions between higher
education and the state, which will never be resolvedor in

the words of one noted educator, "a dilemma we cannot
rationally wish to resolve" since the public interest
requires both autonomy and accountability from institutions
of higher education

Other causes may stem from the unwillingness of a legis-
lature to delegate clear authonty to the state board, or a
governor's failure to appoint influential citizens to the board,
or a board's failure to select outstanding staff. Despite
increased responsibilities and expectations from the legis-
lature, many state t oard staffs have remained relatively small
(some have only a handful of people) and poorly paid when
compared to campus administrators. This is especially true of
coordinating boards whose staffs are considered part of state
government and subject to salary and personnel policies
governing other state employees.

The domain of state boards also remains restncted. both by
statutory authority and tradition. Even relatively powerful
coordinating and governing boards have approached aca-
demic quality issues with caution. In the area of budgeting,
many coordinating boards find themselves limited to an
advisory role which is often ignored by the legislature and/or
executive branch. One director of a state higher education
board described boards as "speed bumps" to slow new
program proposals that were propelled by enthusiastic
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boosters rather than state needs. Statewide governing hoards,
while having a stronger budget development and allocation
role, can be composed of factions that have a first allegiance
to individual campuses and regions.

Governance Proposals
While the shortconungs of the system as a whole are not

viewed totally as a failure of the state board, blue ribbon
commissions often look to changes in governance structures
as a way of "fixing the problem."

"Leadership" is a strong and persistent theme from many
sources, and certainly from governors. As the visibility and
importance of higher education increases, so does the desire
for a single spokesperson with whom the governor can relate.
Not only do governors want quality institutions, they want
some Influence over those institutions and some credit for
their accomplishments. By reorganizing the system they can
also gain the ability to influence higher education more
directlyprimarily through board appointments.

One of the solutions often discussed is the "super
board"a consolidated system of at least public four-year
institutions. Such proposals usually meet with opposition
from local boards and their allies, although if the political or
economic crisis is great, these institutions can be persuaded
to seek shelter in the arms of stronger boards with constitu-
tional autonomy. Despite numerous proposals for consolida-
tion, however, in the past 15 years only one state
Massachusettshas adopted a consolidated board. (Wiscon-
sin implemented its consolidated system in 1973, North
Carolina in 1971.) The proposals have been rejected for
several reasons: strong commitments to the value of local
boards: the constitutional status of an existing board, requir-
ing subsumption of other boards within that structure: or
objection from those institutions and sectors left out of the
consolidationmost prominent being the independent and
proprietary sectorwho fear that the advocacy role that
goveming boards play will mean a neglect of broader public
policy issues such as student aid and program duplication.

Consolidated boards seldom end the struggle between
institutions, but move it out of the legislature and into the
board room , which is often a welcome relief for both sides. In
order to keep the peace, as well as meet the legitimate
demands of various parts of the system, the consolidated
board becomes as interested in equity as its counterpart
coordinating body. Disparities between the flagship univer-
sity and other campuses become more obvious with the
resulting pressures to lower faculty workloads in the new
sister campuses and raise administrative salaries closer to par
with the university president. Struggles over program scope
are fought ou, within the system, but if one institution or
region is neglected, frustration may grow and resurface in the
legislature with tacit support fmm campus administrators
seeking ways around the system.

One of the reservations that institutions legitimately have
toward reorganization plans is the disruption it causes. New

statewide boards may spend several years organizing and
establishing policies that will confront the Issues that brought
about their creation in the first place.

Many observers of statewide coordination and governance
have described the debate over centralization as the choice
between campus autonomy and system airthority. But the
strengthening of state boardswhether coordinating or gov-
eming has been primarily a delegation of power from the
legislature to an appointed lay board, not a usurption of
campus autonomy. Lay boards that establish limitations on
institutional missions and establish priorities for state funding
limit legislative action more than institutional action. After
all, legislators only appropriate state dollarsthe primary
target of state boards as well. Campus leaders and faculty,
even under the most centralized systems, maintain great
flexibility over a wide range of other moniesfrom federal
and private grant sources, endowments, tuition revenues, and
auxiliary enterprises.

Reorganization may also have little to do with "ideal"
systems. The ability of state boards to effect change in a
system depends on a number of factors beyond their statutory
or constitutional authority. The force of personality of the
executive officer, the political acumen of the board members,
and the quality and thoughtfulness of the staff work all play a
role in determining whether or not the state board can imple-
ment its agenda and mandate. While reorganization pro-
posals seldom discuss these more subtle and personal Issues,
they often play an important role in deciding that an existing
board and structure should be replaced by different, and
hopefully, more able personalities.

Effective Coordination: What Is It?
Effective coordination begins with the goals of the state

and its citizens. In large part, these goals are in congruence
with institutional goalsthe development of high quality
instruction and research and public service programs that are
widely accessible at a reasonable cost. Coordination through
state boards is essentially an effort to achieve these goals
across the system and to insure continued public support by
providing assurances of accountability and efficiency. Coor-
dination and planning exist in the absence of the traditional
market forces that produce high quality goods at the lowest
possible cost in the private sector.

State boards should be the focal point for the development
of higher education policy, but the) share that responsibility
broadlywith the executive and legislative branches and
their ad hoc committees and commissions, and with the
institutional leaders and fa-ulties they seek to coordinate.

This power sharing dictates widespread participation in the
planning, budgeting, and program review processes. Without
this participation, change will be difficult if not impossible to
achieve, regardless of statutory authority.

The Legislative Mandate. Effective coordination
requires clear and unambiguous mandates from the legis-
lature to the state board. Since the legislature is the ultimate



"coordinator" of public higher education in the state, it must
decide to what degree it wishes to delegate that authority to
lay boards Most have decided for good reason that the state
benefits from the delegation of decisions about the role and
mission of institutions, its array of academic programs. and
its funding distribution system. No state board, no matter
how autonomous, is free to ignore legislative intent and
discontent.

Authorities and Functions. The statutory or constitu-
tional authorities delegated to state boards do not determine
the effectiens of the board, but they do dictate whether or
not the state board has the prerequisite ability to play an
essential role.

The coordinating functions of all three types of state
boards have evolved into four major activities: planning.
budget review. program review and institutional licensing.
and policy analysis.

Planning. The major planning activities of state boards
are usually divided into (1) master planning and (2) long-
range strategic planning. Master planning is focused on role
and mission development which is used to guide future
program growth and campus priorities as well as admissions
and enrollment policies. Many state boards have chosen to do
this through explicit statements aimed at defining the mis-
sions of the individual institutions. The boundaries of institu-
tional activity are set in terms of degree and program levels,
geography. and student body characteristics. Role and mi,
sion statements are not essential to effective master planning.
In fact, in some situations, they may lead to unnecessary
conflict over symbolic issues. It is essential, however, that
state boards be guided by a reasonably coherent philosophy
in their decisions on programs. ,Jgets. and facilities. In
recent years. some state boards have strengthened their
emphasis on admissions and remediation policies and begun
to use enrollment management tools in order to force institu-
tions to have and adhere to different missions. A few state
boards, with legislative support, have begun to implement
their master plans through special fundingfor example, to
increase the attention of some institutions to undergraduate
education.

Another effective process to gain consensus on master
plans is through legislative approval of at least the overall
framework. The recent Texas "charter," the product of a
state-appointed blue ribbon commission, was formally
endorsed by the legislature. The Texas Coordinating Board
will be charged with implementing the charter.

Long-range strategic planning is issue-oriented and aimed
at identifying future conditions that may need the attention of
campuses an, Vor the legislature. Future demand for higher
education is identified through enrollment projections and
analysis of demographic data Labor market trends are used
to guide program growth. Possible shortages/surpluses are
identified, and legislation is considered for stimulating
growth or contraction. Current and future trends can be
compared to the current emphasis in the system to note
possible problems.

Budget Review. The development of equitable formulas
or policies for the dis:nbution of funds is often seen as the
most cntical function of a state board. These fornnilas and
policies provide a rational basis for the distribution of funds
according to workload and mission. State boards should also
play an important role in determining systemwide priorities
for new moniestxal-. capital and operational. This effec-
tiveness is increased in some situations when the state hoard
helps anticipate those needs and controls and manages a
portion of the state appropriation to meet those systemwide
needsfor example. through competitive grant funding

In a legitimate desire to provide financial incentives for
quality Improvement, some enthusiastic supporters of
flagship institutions are calling for an end to any relationship
with enrollment and workload. However, the best state boards
will resist the more extreme versions of "quality- funding
and adjust formulas on the margin to encourage these con-
cerns.

Statewide governing boards should also have the ability to
transfer funds among campuses (for example. to give declin-
ing campuses a chance to adjust and growing campuses
additional support above the formula). In all cases, the effec-
tiveness of the state board in reviewing budgets and setting
priorities depends upon internal discipline (commitment of
the campuses to the systemwide budget) and the willingness
of the legislature and executive budget office to respect the
formula and distribution processes established.

In the future. state boards will need to strengthen their
financial planning. This may r,:quire more explicit authority
for state boards over tuition and student aid policy so that
these issues can be considered along with recommendations
and policies on state appropriations.

Program Review and Institutional Licensure. One of
the most common and essential responsibilities given state
boards is authority to approve new programs and. In some
cases, new campuses. In this way, the board can seek to
control unnecessary duplication and assure that at least mini-
mal academic standards can be maintained and that excessive
competition among institutions and among campuses (and
between public and independent sectors) can be controlled.
The review of existing programs has also been effectively
used by both coordinating and governing boardsincluding
those in several SREB states (Florida. Louisiana. North
Carolina. and others). By examining the productivity and
quality of all programs in particular fields at a sing!, point in
time, these reviews provide a mechanism for establishing
statewide priorities and accountability. Furthermore, these
statewide reviews can be tied to the goals established in the
master planning process.

A review of all the state's existing programs, however, can
be a costly and time-consuming process. The best statewide
reviews have concentrated on a few "problem" fields. They
have identified both high quality programs which should be
the target of incentive funding as well as those which should
be phased out because of low quality and low productivity.
Campus involvement is critical for success and acceptance.



especially in the selection of consultants and establishing
procedural guidelines. (Some statewide coordinating boards
with program review authority have established general
guidelines and criteria and asked the institutions to report the
results of their r..-views periodically to the state board.)

Effective program review by a state board is often wel-
comedat least privatelyby campus leaders who have
been unable to make these priority-setting decisions them-
selves because of internal opposition.

One of the necessities of state boards in the future will be to
increase their expertise and legitimacy in areas formerly
reserved to facultyfor example, in cumculum and assess-
ment and in professional arras such as health-related fields
an applied research. Boards can do this by upgrading their
own staffs and more effectively using faculty from the system
and other external consultants.

One of the most essential responsibilities of state boards is
the licensing of new institutions in the state, primarily pro-
prietary schools. Strong consumer protection legislation will
protect students and public resources, especially the abuse of
student aid dollars.

Policy Analysis. This function covers a wide range of
analyses targeted at current issues facing the state. Many
issues involve several groups and bring the state higher educa-
tion board into discussions with other state agenciesfor
example, the state board of education or executive office of
economic development or a state telecommunications net-
work. Policy analysis is one of the most constructive and
valuable functions of the state board, for these reports and
discussions serve to break down the barriers between sectors
and focus attention on long-term issues that campuses may be
avoiding. Studies and programs that get schools and colleges
working together on specific problems are good examples.
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The Importance of Focus and Process
State boardsboth coordinating and governinghave

many possible agendas that can consume their time. Boards,
regardless of sittutory authority, must choose carefully
among a long list of possible activities. Governing boards
may find their agendas filled with administrative trivia while
the "big" issues escape their attention. Coordinating boards
may become so enamored of long-range planning that they
are viewed as irrelevant to the current policy decisions.

In all cases, the state board, in order to be effective, must
confront the issues that are high on the public's agenda At the
same time, legislators and governors should recognize that
much of the important business of state coordination is
routine, unexciting, and less visible than campus activities.
Many effective leaders of state boards find a way to give
others credit for their hard work. These less visible state
boards need to find ways to remind the public of their
important work.

An effective state board will not end conflict in the state. In
fact, its statutory authority and perspective often put it in
health:, opposition to particular campus objectives. The way
in which state boards conduct their business, however, can
redirect campus creativity to the benefit of the system as a
whole. In this regard effective state coordinating and govem-
ing boards are much alikethey are leaders and initiators
and also collaborators, negotiators. coalition builders, con-
veners, cajolers, and persuaders.

Boards with these characteristics should and will be suc-
cessful. They will be valued by public officials as being
responsive and supported by campus leaders as being protec-
tive. In short, they will meet the needs of the state and its
people.
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